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18 recomendações na categoria *Leading Individuals*

15 reconhecimentos em diversas categorias

- Competition/Antitrust
- Consumer Law
- Corporate/Commercial: South
- Corporate/M&A: Highly Regarded
- Dispute Resolution: Arbitration
- Dispute Resolution: Litigation
- Dispute Resolution: South
- Energy & Natural Resources: Oil & Gas
- Environment
- Intellectual Property
- Labour & Employment
- Projects
- Tax
- Tax: South
- Technology
Anna Mello
Corporate/M&A:
Highly Regarded
Henrique Frizzo
Life Sciences
Joaquim Muniz
Dispute Resolution: Arbitration
José Roberto Martins
Energy & Natural Resources: Power

Projects
Marcio Polto
Dispute Resolution:
Litigation
Paulo Casagrande
Competition/Antitrust
Renata Amaral
Environment
Simone Dias Musa
Tax